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me, anywhere, with anyone, and exchanging any type of information, research and develop-
 performed on a global scale.  Wireless Multimedia Communication System Group at the
he Communications Research Laboratory of the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications is
 technologies using millimeter waves.

ength of 1 to 10 mm) offers a broad frequency spectrum for use, which makes it suitable for
peed data and high-definition video.  Moreover, millimeter waves are shorter than the radio

hich makes them suitable for compact applications.  The 60-GHz band in particular is sub-
les in the atmosphere, which makes it unsuitable for long-distance communication, but on the
nication, the same frequency has the advantage of reducing interference and cross talk from

ireless Multimedia Communication System Group has been proposing and testing a number
he following introduces a millimeter wave video multiplex transmission system using the 60-

s (Communications Research Center of the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications, NTT
try Co., Ltd., Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd., Canon Inc., Sharp Corp., Japan Radio Co., Ltd., Hita-
s, Ltd.) under the direction of the YRP R &D Committee.
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f small parts as packages (emitter and receiver modules) has made a compact design possible,
ature (c), the millimeter waveband enables high antenna directivity, so that it is possible to
he 60-GHz waveband is particularly subject to absorption attenuation caused by oxygen mo-
stance communication, but on the other hand, it offers the advantage of reducing interference
same frequency if its use is limited to short-distance communication.
rove the devices used in the system, for example by using a low-distortion amplifier or low-
viation and phase noise characteristics.  Moreover, when multiplexing important TV broad-
 approximately 1.7 GHz in total is required, so that the development of broadband devices is
al prospects.



Wireless has the major advantage that it eliminates having to string wire, unlike wired communication.  However,
by using radio waves, signals can get obstructed by human bodies.  For example, a person walking across during
video recording may cause distortion of the image being recorded.  The studies conducted so far have shown that
using the reflection characteristics of radio waves, it is possible to configure wireless links within a home that avoid
cutting off by using ceiling reflection.

Testing is being performed using the facilities within the YRP indicated in Figure 3.
[Figure 3  Testing Facilities in YRP]

Moreover, since wood and plasterboard are widely used as wall materials, and radio waves easily penetrate through these materials, transmis-
sion through walls is possible.  In other words, it is not necessary to open a hole in the wall to pass a feeder cable.  For example, in apartment
buildings, simply installing a BS antenna on a balcony facing the BS satellite (southwest) enables reception even in northwest rooms without having
to install feeder cables.

The system developed this time was discussed at the Electric Communication Technology Council (Chaired by Nishizawa, president of the
Iwate Prefectural University).

As a result, it was incorporated in the agenda as a system expected to realize the “Technological Conditions for Wireless Devices Using 60-GHz
Band Frequency Radio Wave” submitted on February 28, 2000.  Currently, a joint research group is conducting studies on the standardization of
millimeter wave video transmission systems as an ARIB standard.

Topical Symposium on Millimeter Waves (TSMMW)

Wireless Multimedia Communication System Group holds an international conference every year in March at YRP to provide an effective discussion
forum for millimeter wave results (refer to http://www.ilcc.com/TSMMW/).  This event will be held on March 5 and 6 this year, and will feature an
exhibit of millimeter wave devices.  It is hoped that this event will contribute to accelerate promotion of the use of millimeter waves.
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YRP Christmas Party
e traditional “YRP Christmas Party” will be 
 Building.  A large number of plans, prizes
 20th century, will be available on this day.

The participation of a large number of pe
ing all those working in the area an occasion

tual relations of trust.

A cultural exhibit was held in the entranc
-17 November.  The exhibit consisted of p
sons working in the YRP area during this per

The two above events gave a fitting autum
News from Yokosuka Telecom Research Park, Inc.
held on December 15 (Friday) in the entrance hall of the YRP Center
, food and drinks, and much more, befitting the YRP event finale of

ople will make this a grand party ushering in the 21st century and
 to know each other.

[Last Year’s Christmas Party]
YRP’s Ekiden Relay Race 2000 and Cultural Exhibit
The YRP Ekiden Relay Race 2000 was held under perfectly blue skies on
October 11 (Saturday).  The 13 participating teams comprising a total of
52 runners competed valiantly, all safely reaching the finish line.  The
“Pop 43.5-Years Average” team from the neighborhood association of a
neighboring town won the race.  After the race, runners and onlookers
had a party in the Roseteria where they had further opportunities to forge

e hall of the YRP Center #1 Building during the week of
ainting, photographs, bonsai and other artistic works by
iod and persons living in surrounding areas.

n flair to YRP through both research and art.
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News from Yokosuka Research Park R &D Committee and Promotion Committee
Exhibit alongside APT Summit
The YRP Research and Development Committee, along with cosponsors Communications Industry
Association of Japan (CIAJ) and Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB), organ-
ized an exhibit covering research and development of telecommunication technologies in Japan,
standardization activities, business conditions, and so on, which was shown at the Asia-Pacific In-
formation Society Summit of the Asia-Pacific Telecommunity (APT) held from 31 October to 2
November at the Grand Pacific Meridien hotel in Daiba, Tokyo.

This summit hosted by Japan was attended by persons from 31 countries and 4 areas in the
Asia-Pacific region, including ministers of posts and telecommunications and government and business                    [Exhibit]

leaders.  The summit featured an international conference at the government level that examined measures to realize an advanced information so-
ciety in this region at the beginning of the 21st century, and Prime Minister Mori attended the closing ceremony on the last day.  Based on the
common aim that the countries of the Asia-Pacific region equally receive the benefits of the IT revolution, the “Tokyo Declaration” delineating
concrete promotion policies was adopted, capping a very successful summit.

The exhibit, made possible by the cooperation of 14 companies and organizations, in relation to concrete measures for the creation of an in-
formation communication infrastructure, the main topic of the summit, featured a large number of systems and devices suitable for the region,
such as FWA and WLL, as well as close links between the contents on exhibit and the themes of the summit, earning high praise from well-
informed persons in this field.
3rd WPMC ’00 Held in Thailand (Bangkok)
The 3rd WPMC ’00 jointly sponsored by the YRP Research and Development Committee and the CRL was held in
Bangkok, Thailand, on 12-15 November. Although only the third WPMC, this symposium attracted a large number of
participants and was a resounding success, attesting to the very rapid growth of wireless personal multimedia
communications in the region.  Participants walked away with a strong awareness that WPMC has grown into a
world-class symposium.

Some 300 researchers from all over the world participated, presenting a total of about selected 220 papers, and the
grand opening ceremony was attended by the Vice-Minister of Science, Technology, and Environment Ministry of
Thailand and drew about 500 participants.  Technical sessions were divided into six sessions that were marked by
lively debates, and in the evening of the second day (13 November), a gorgeous awards banquet was held during
which the first essay prizes of the WPMC were conferred to six persons.

reover, Mr. Inoue, Deputy Mayor of Yokosuka City, delivered a speech welcoming the
MC of 2003 to Yokosuka City.  A large number of brilliant papers were presented during

 symposium, and the researchers from the participating countries all agreed that the growth
the WPMC in just three years since its launch was nothing short of miraculous.

Furthermore, during the period of the symposium, a delegation headed by Mr. Motai,
sident of YRP Promotion Society was dispatched to Thailand by YRP Promotion Society.
e members visited the research park currently being constructed there and paid courtesy
its to AIT, APT, and other organizations, holding discussions with important officials at
se organizations.  The views regarding collaboration with the YRP were exchanged on this
asion.

dition and publication]     
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